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The socially situated nature of learning has been explored from multiple theoretical 
perspectives in applied linguistics (see e.g. Lantolf & Thorne 2006, Norton 2000, Kramsch 
2000, Kasper & Wagner 2011). Among these, conversation analytic research on second 
language use and development (CA-SLA) has shown that language learning involves 
active, occasioned, and embodied participation in social activities and is intrinsically 
related to the methods of achieving, maintaining and restoring intersubjectivity (see e.g. 
Gardner & Wagner 2004, Lee 2010, Hall, Hellermann & Pekarek Doehler 2011, Eskildsen & 
Wagner 2013, 2015; Lilja 2014). While such understanding of learning is already well 
established, it has only recently been adapted to second language teaching (see Barraja-
Rohan 2011, Clark & Lindemalm 2011, Thorne 2013). This study builds on recent 
initiatives for supporting learning in-the-wild (see Wagner 2015) and investigates how 
reenactments of language use experiences in everyday social encounters engender 
learning activity in the classroom.  
Using multimodal conversation analysis, this paper analyses language 
learning as an in situ process shaped by the participants’ situated practices during a 
teacher-assigned, experientially based pedagogical task that was designed to bridge the 
gap between the language classroom and the learners’ life-worlds. The task involved a 
simple three-part pedagogical structure, where learners first prepared for interactions in 
real life service encounters, then participated in the encounters and videorecorded them in 
pairs, and later reflected on their experiences back in the classroom. The analysis focuses 
on co-constructed telling sequences through which novice L2 users reenact their 
experiences of interactions ‘in the wild’. Building on earlier studies, we use the notion of 
‘the wild’ (see Hutchins 1995) as a metaphor to refer to the complex and contingent nature 
of L2 speakers’ social interactions outside the classroom. In sharing their experiences in 
the reflection phase, the participants employ a range of linguistic, embodied and 
technological resources (smart phone) to understand and resolve a problem of 
understanding that was experienced during the service encounter. Their orientation to the 
problem occasions a shift of focus to language-focused activity (Kasper & Burch 2016) 
where the problem is clarified, analysed and elaborated retrospectively. Newly achieved 
understanding of the problematic practice – a responsive action by the clerk in the service 
encounter - is then woven into the narrative and the participants’ alignments and affective 
stances vis a vis the reported and ongoing interaction.   
We propose that the actions through which the participants display an 
orientation to an interactional practice as an object of learning and sustain this orientation 
beyond an interactional sequence can be analysed as a learning project. The notion of project 
is borrowed from Levinson (2013, 122), who uses it to describe a plan of action that at least 
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one participant is pursuing in interaction. The analysis details how the participants 
collaboratively engage in such a project, whilst also performing a number of other actions 
in telling the story. Overall the analysis sheds new light on the ways in which the 
retrospective telling functions in the reflection phase of the experientially based 
pedagogical task. It shows how the telling generates opportunities for establishing and 
sustaining joint attention to, and playful testing of, L2 interactional resources by co-
constructing narrative performance in a second language.   
 
Learning as interactionally contingent activity  
 
Language development is intrinsically tied to the coordinated courses of action through 
which various social activities are accomplished, and it is observable through a variety of 
actions that show participants’ orientations to learning objects, to understanding or using 
something ‘new’ or recently learned (e.g. Pekarek Doehler 2010; Majlesi & Broth 2012, 
Eskildsen & Theodorsdottir 2015). This approach entails an understanding of cognition as 
distributed among the participants and publicly displayed in the coordinated sequences of 
action (Kasper & Wagner 2011, Markee & Seo 2009). A growing body of research describes 
how participants notice and attend to language, e.g. vocabulary (Markee 2008, Lilja 2014, 
Greer 2013, Kasper & Burch 2016), grammatical structures (e.g. Majlesi 2014) and 
interactional practices (e.g. Nguyen 2012 a & b, Barraja-Rohan 2015) as objects of learning. 
These studies demonstrate how attention to language and moments of learning arise and 
are oriented to in the midst of pursuing other activities both inside and outside the 
classroom.  
This study investigates learning as interactionally contingent activity by 
analysing the language users’ retrospective tellings of their language use experiences 
outside the classroom while accomplishing a teacher-assigned task. The focus is on the 
participants’ interactional investigation of a practice that they find problematic and the 
methods through which they seek to understand this practice during the telling. We 
propose that the situated actions through which the participants focus on the target 
practice provide a window into the social and embodied processes of learning in 
interaction (Pekarek Doehler 2010, see also Koschman 2013). Language practices must be 
understood in relation to “the grammar of actions” that they are part of (see Lee & 
Hellermann 2014). In order to learn a word or a grammatical structure the learner must 
analyse and understand how that piece of language is used to accomplish meaningful 
actions in interaction. The case discussed in this paper demonstrates how the participants 
work to develop an understanding of the use of an interactional practice in a coordinated 
fashion. At the same time, they are engaged in co-constructing competent participation in 
storytelling within a L2 pedagogical context. This makes relevant specific kinds of 
competencies, including the ability to design actions so that they fit the current context of 
interaction and are understandable to co-participants. As previous studies demonstrate, 
storytelling demands skilled use of a range of interactional resources to construct extended 
turns through which participants display their state of knowledge and stance towards the 
events in the story, and engage in relationship work (see e.g. Stivers 2008, Hellermann 
2008, Barraja-Rohan 2015; Wong 2015; Kasper & Kim 2015, see also Pavlenko & Lantolf 
2000). This paper adds to these studies by examining how novice second language 
speakers of Finnish co-construct an embellished telling sequence and how the practices 
deployed in the telling furnish resources for detailed and embodied engagement with an 
interactional object of learning.  
In the analysis to follow, specific attention is paid to reenactments and 
reported speech as resources in the telling sequences. Different forms of reported speech, 
their functions and design features have been studied extensively in previous linguistic 
and conversation analytic research (see Holt 1996, Clift & Holt 2007, Couper-Kuhlen 2007, 
Berger & Pekarek Doehler 2015, Prior 2015, Kasper & Prior 2015). Direct reported speech 
and reenactments are closely related phenomena: both depict past events rather than 
describe them. Reenactments involve a shift in interactional footing whereby the speakers 
shift from reporting what someone said to actually playing or performing that character 
(see Holt 2007, Sidnell 2006; see also Goodwin 2007). They often implicitly or more 
explicitly reveal the stances of the current speaker towards the reenacted characters or 
happenings, whether real or hypothetical or imagined. In reenactments, the use of diverse 
bodily and other multimodal resources besides verbal utterances is central. For example, 
gaze direction is crucial for indicating that a reenactment is in progress (see Sidnell 2006). 
In this paper the interest is in the way that both verbal resources of reported speech and 
diverse bodily and other multimodal resources are used to accomplish actions that depict 
and reenact the events told about. As the analysis will show, reenactments can be 
accomplished through bodily resources only, and yet depict actions in the past interaction.   
The analysis focuses on the participants’ displayed trouble with an interactional practice – 
the use of a response particle in a service encounter setting – and the way this trouble is 
retrospectively analysed and transformed into an occasion for learning in classroom 
discussion. While the sequence in the service encounter unfolds without explicit attention 
to the troubled practice, the reenactment of the episode in the classroom creates an 
interactional space where the participants focus on it and clarify its use and import 
through coordinated action. The new understanding that is jointly developed in the course 
of the activity is consequential to the participants’ understanding of the out-of-classroom 
experience as well as the way that the telling is co-constructed.  
 
Data and Methods  
 
The data for this paper come from an ongoing project that aims to develop experiential 
pedagogy through activities and materials that support second language use in various 
everyday language use situations and guide students to reflect on their experiences of 
these interactions back in the classroom. The data were collected during three different 
courses on conversational Finnish aimed for beginning learners. The goal of the courses 
was to develop the learners’ oral skills by using real-life communicative tasks and guided 
reflection of out-of-classroom experiences. At the beginning of the course, students’ needs 
and everyday experiences in the L2 community were explored using a mapping activity 
(Clark & Lindemalm 2011, Wagner 2015). The students were asked to reflect on situations 
in which they use Finnish, could use Finnish (but do not at the moment) and where they 
would like to use more Finnish. This served as the starting point for discussing the 
students’ individual learning objectives and identifying new arenas for L2 use. The 
teachers, in collaboration with the researchers, then designed out-of-classroom activities 
that involved participating in service encounters in a local network of businesses1. The 
service providers had been contacted beforehand and they had agreed to join the network. 
They had also given their consent for being videorecorded by the learners.   
The structure of the learning activities followed a three-part pedagogical 
model (cf. Clark & Lindeman 2011). First, the students prepared for the interactions in the 
classroom by watching a video, observing language use and planning their interactions ‘in 
the wild’. The teachers instructed the students to ask one or two questions in addition to 
conducting their business in the setting of their choice. Next, the students participated in 
the interactions in pairs and video-recorded them with their own smartphones or tablets. 
Third, back in the classroom the students shared their experiences in small groups, 
watched the videos of the interactions and reflected upon them. The teachers provided 
questions to guide the discussions. The students were asked to describe what happened 
and discuss how they felt about the task, whether anything unusual or surprising 
happened, whether they experienced problems and how the problems were solved (a list 
of the questions is provided in appendix 2).  
The analysis focuses on one group’s co-constructed telling of trouble that they 
experienced in the service encounter. The case offers a rich example of multilayered 
resources that the participants mobilise to analyse the trouble, sustain focus on it and 
build a new understanding of it, i.e. orient to a learning project. The primary data 
comprises the videorecording of the service encounter in focus and the small group 
discussion back in the classroom. The data is drawn from a larger corpus of altogether 41 
service encounters and 11 small group discussions (12 hours 21 minutes) in the classroom. 
In addition, the researchers collected observational data in the classroom and discussed 
their observations with the teachers. The group discussions followed roughly the same 
structure: each student told about his or her interaction, after which the participants 
usually watched the video together. The tellings typically set up an activity frame for 
watching the video, which enabled the students to focus on some part of the interaction 
that they found interesting or problematic. Here, we focus on one group of students in 
which John, Mark and Anne talk about John’s experience in a cafe. The service encounter 
was witnessed by Mark, who also recorded it on his smart phone. As the data will show, 
John and Mark treated the task creatively: instead of asking only questions related to the 
specific service encounter, John expands the sequence by asking whether the young 
woman (= the clerk) would like to go out on a date. Although no videorecorded data is 
available from the planning session before the encounter, details of interaction in the 
service encounter (e.g. the fluent delivery of the turn initiating the sequence) support the 
interpretation that the question was not entirely spontaneous (see extract 1b below).   
                                                          
1 The network of service providers included cafés at University, a paper shop, a restaurant, a bicycle repair 
shop, hairdressers and a tourist information office. 
The data is analysed using multimodal conversation analysis (see e.g. 
Mondada 2014a). The analysis focuses on how different linguistic, embodied and material 
resources, such as gestures, gaze, body movements, prosody and smart phones, are 
assembled to reenact the events being told. The data has been transcribed according to the 
conventions of CA and the conventions for multimodal transcription developed by 
Mondada (2014b). Still photos (frame grabs) from the videos illustrate the use of different 
resources during telling and changes in the body postures and gestures of the participants 




In what follows we analyse students’ in situ practices during the teacher-assigned learning 
task. We begin with observations on John’s service encounter in a cafe, and then present a 
detailed analysis of how this event was represented in the classroom. In the analysis of the 
reflective discussion, we focus on John’s reenactment of the situation and elucidate how it 
serves as a method for the participants to establish joint attention to an interactional 
practice that caused a problem of understanding in the service encounter. The co-
constructed, embellished telling of the experience engenders an extended language-
focused activity where the participants work to develop an understanding of the practice 
in focus.  
 
The service encounter  
 
Extract 1 shows John’s service encounter at a University café. At first the encounter 
proceeds in a routine-like manner: John orders a coffee (l. 1), the clerk (C) receives the 
order with a routine response (kiitos) and asks a follow-up question (l. 3). In spite of John’s 
negative response (l. 5) the clerk pursues the activity with a multimodally achieved offer: 
she draws John’s attention to a box of chocolates placed on the counter by directing her 
gaze and reaching her hand towards the chocolates. She then references the chocolates as a 
Valentine’s day delicacy and simultaneously touches the sign next to them and turns her 
gaze to John (l. 7). Meanwhile, John is occupied with pouring himself a cup of coffee from 
a pot also on the counter.  
 
Extract 1a   Valentine’s day delicacy 
01 John:    Kahvi 
            Coffee 
            >> walks along the counter with coffee mug in hand --> 
 
02          (.) 
 
03 C:       kiitos (.)    #otat sää muuta¤ 
            thank you (.)  do you want anything else 
                                         ¤gaze towards John --> 
   John:              --> #reaches for the coffee pot --> 
 
04          (.) 
 
05 John:    öö e  
            öö no  
 
06          #(0.2)¤(0.2) 
   John:    #pours coffee -->   
   C:             ¤gaze towards sign, reaches the sign with right hand --> 
 
07 C:       ¤entäs tommosta *ø(0.4)* ystävänpäivä (herkkua) 
             how about those (0.4) Valentine’s (delicacy) 
        --> ¤touches the sign, gaze towards John -->>      
   John:                     *glances towards the sign*   
   fig:                      øFIG 1 
 
08 John:     mitä on?# 
             what is 
             what is it? 
                 --> # 
 
09           (.) 
 
10 C:       >ne on< ↑suukkoja 
            >they are< kisses 
 
11 John:     #↑joo # 
               yes 
             #nods # 
                   #smiles gaze down --->    
      
12           ¤ #(1.2) 
   John:    --># smiles and moves a few steps along the counter --> 
   C:        ¤smiles -->> 
 
13 John:     *missä on kerma (.) ah (.) # >tässä< 
              where is the cream (.) ah (.) >here< 
         --> *gazes down on the counter #reaches for the cream    
 
The clerk’s offer occasions an insert sequence, where the clerk, in response to John’s 
information seeking question, produces the name of the chocolate product: suukkoja 
(kisses). Both participants begin to smile (l. 11, 12). However, John is not tempted by the 
offer. Instead, he acknowledges it (l. 11) and proceeds to ask where the cream for the 
coffee is. After John’s physical activities focused on the coffee and cream are finished, the 
participants move to the closing phase of the service encounter: the payment (lines 22–24). 
However, instead of closing the sequence, John then initiates a new sequence with a 
question that markedly departs from the service encounter routine: he asks the clerk out 
on a date (l. 26). This action shows signs of John and Mark’s creative approach to the 
teacher-assigned task.  
 
Extract 1b, John’s question   
 
22 C:        kiitos (.) elikkä euro ja ( - ) senttiä 
             thanks (.) it is euro and ( - ) cents then  
 





24 C:        ¤kiitos (.) kuittia tarvitko (0.4)¤      ¤ >ole  [hyvä< ¤ 
              thank you (.) do you need the check (0.4) >here [you are< 
             ¤ gaze towards John, touches the cash machine with right hand¤                                                                    
                                                      ¤hands receipt to John¤ 
                                                              [ 
25 John:                                                      [#ah  
                                                               #leans forward-->                                                     
  
    
 
 
26 John:      #ø ää haluaisitko lähteä joskus öö (.)[ ¤ulos (.) #(mun kanssa)# 
                 want-COND-2SG-CLI go sometimes out (-)          I-GEN with 
               ää would you like to go out sometime (.)         (with me) 
              --># #touches chest#    
   fig:        ø Fig 2                                   [                                     
27 C:                                              [ ( - )      
                ¤ nods and turns chin   
             to right and then to left,  
             smiles --> 
28              ¤(0.8)¤ 
   C:        -->¤ nods¤ 
 
29 C:        ¤oikeesti? 
             for real? 
             ¤ smiles -->>  
 
30 John:     ↑oikeesti.  
             for real.  
 
31           (.) #ah # 
                 # points towards clerk with the receipt in hand# 
 
32 John:     #no nähdään myöhemmin 
             well see you later 
   #walks away, waves hand towards clerk again 
 
33 C:        kiitos 
             thank you 
 
34 John:     kiitos 
             thank you 
 
Here we can note that John’s question (l. 26) is fluent and well-formed: a conventionally 
polite conditional verb form is used, and there are no speech perturbations or clear signs 
FIG 2 
of trouble2. This suggests that the question may have been considered, if not planned, by 
John and Mark prior to participating in the encounter as a playful alternative to routine 
questions3. Yet it is also occasioned by the local contingencies of the activity in its 
temporal, social and material environment. The clerks’ actions that reference the special 
offer, including the product name with its romantic association, make relevant the larger 
context of Valentine’s Day and occasion a brief moment of shared affect. The mutual 
smiling may also display orientation to the sensitivity to the situation. Although the 
participants disengage from the affective moment and move to the payment sequence, an 
opportunity to re-engage arises when the clerk is handing over the receipt to John. For this 
the participants move physically closer and direct gaze towards each other. It is in this 
context that John’s sequence-expanding question becomes askable (on askability of 
questions, see Stivers 2011).   
The clerk responds to the question with the response particle oikeesti? (l. 29). In 
its sequential and activity context the particle questions the sincerity of John’s turn: the 
clerk seeks to clarify if he is serious about asking her out. It thus indicates that the clerk 
has trouble in deciding how to treat John’s turn. The particle oikeesti expresses ritualized 
disbelief (cf. Heritage 1984, Wilkinson & Kitzinger 2006) and conveys the stance of the 
clerk. At the same time her embodied actions prior to the verbal response (a head 
movement, chuckle and nodding, l. 27 - 28) express affect. The verbal turn invites a 
response, minimally a confirmation, from the other participant (Thompson, Fox & Couper-
Kuhlen 2015).  
John reacts to this by repeating the response particle with falling intonation (l. 
30). In this sequential environment, the repetition is a possible way to confirm the 
previous turn. Structurally these two turns form an insert expansion after which (in line 
31) an answer to the original question is still conditionally relevant (see Schegloff 2007: 97–
106). However, John does not wait for the answer, but produces a vocalization followed by 
a closing-relevant utterance (‘see you later’, l. 32), and rushes away from the situation. The 
rushed closing of the sequence (l. 32–34) indicates trouble potentially caused by a problem 
in understanding the meaning of the response particle. However, the trouble may also be 
related to the non-routinized and potentially sensitive nature of the situation. Features of 
the physical environment may also have bearing on John’s conduct: other customers 
approach the counter and a line is beginning to form behind John, making it more difficult 
for him to extend the interaction further.  
John’s question and the clerk’s response became the focal point in John’s 
telling about his interaction back in the classroom. In the following we analyse how John’s 
reenactment of this experience in a group discussion draws the participants’ mutual 
attention to the clerk’s response and the particle oikeesti as a source of trouble and creates a 
space for treating it as an object of learning. The actions through which the participants 
establish and sustain focus on this practice and work towards a new understanding of it 
make visible the participants’ orientation to a learning project.    
                                                          
2  We interpret the vocalisations ‘ää’ and ‘öö’ as turn-organisational devices.   
3  Unfortunately, detailed information on the preparation phase is not available for analysis. However, from the 
classroom data it is clear that the topic of dates or Valentine’s day was not discussed in class prior to this task.  
 
Framing the telling  
 
Back in the classroom John begins his telling by foregrounding the mundane character of 
the service encounter he had. His embodied activity (direction of gaze, gesture in Fig. 3) 
shows that the principal recipient of the story is Anne, who (unlike Mark) did not witness 
the actual encounter.   
  
Extract 2: John begins telling  
 
 
01 John:     äämh (0.4) minä: >til-< tilasin:nen? (.) >tilasitte?< 
                         I            order-1SG        order-2PL 
             äämh (0.4) I or- ordered (.) you ordered  
         
   ((4 lines omitted)) 
 
06 John:                         [ääm (.) olin tosi: *(h)elppoa  
                                         be-PST-1SG really easy-PAR 
                                 [ääm (.) it was really easy                                          
                                                     * gaze towards Anne --> 
 
07           +(.)+  
   Anne:     +nods+  
 
08 John:     joo?* 
             yes  
             --> *gaze down -->  
 
09 John:     .hh  ääm, (0.8) normaali: kysymys öö: [(.)  
             .hh  ääm  (0.8) normal   question öö: [(.)  
                                                   [ 
10 Mark:                                           [°eh he° 
 
11 John:     *kahvi kiitos oo (0.4) *mitä se maksaa  
             coffee thank you   what-PAR it cost-3SG 
             coffee please oo (0.4) what does it cost 
   *gaze towards Anne --> *gaze down --> 
 
12 Anne:     °mm +[hm° 
                 +nods 
                 
13 John:          [ääm mutta: (0.4) .hh ääm: (0.6) .hh ähm:  
                  [ ääm but:   (0.4) .hh ääm: (0.6) .hh ähm:  
 
14           (0.4) mä kysymys: ääm, (0.6) 
             (0.4) I question ääm (0.6)           
               
15           #*mitä se ↑maksaa# ja, (.)#ø ole ↑hyvä  
             what-PAR it cost-3SG and (.)here you are  
             what does it cost and (.) here you are 
           -->* gaze towards Anne -->>   
  # rolls hands   #         #handing gesture                                
   fig:                                ø Fig 3 
16 Anne:     mhm 
 
John prefaces his telling by describing the situation as easy (l. 6) and characterising the 
questions asked as normal (l. 9). The noun phrase normaali kysymys (normal question) 
introduces a series of utterances that represent the talk of a customer in a service 
encounter. First John enacts a request for a coffee and then enquires about its price (l. 11). 
He continues with a turn constructional unit initiated with the contrastive conjunction 
mutta (but), followed by a construction approximating a reporting clause (line 14). 
However, instead of the verb (kysyä, to ask), John uses a noun (kysymys, question). After 
that he repeats the question about the price and articulates the phrase ole hyvä (here you 
are, l. 15) accompanied with a gesture: he stretches his right arm forward (see fig. 3). With 
this action he enacts the gestures of a clerk handing the customer something and marks a 
shift from narrating to enacting a hypothetical or “a typical” service encounter.  
It is noteworthy that the reported verbal exchange did not actually take place 
in the service encounter. Rather than depicting what actually happened, the function of 
the represented talk in this extract is to highlight the mundane character of the encounter 
in order to set the scene for the climax of the story. The reporting of the phrases that are 
routinely used in service encounters depicts the event as typical and in no way out of the 
ordinary. Already at this point Mark, who witnessed the encounter, reacts to the telling 
with laughter (l. 10). With this he displays his knowledge of the events told about 
(Goodwin 1986) and also his stance towards them.  
 
Representing the question and the clerk’s response 
 
In extract 3 John moves from the schematic depiction of the service encounter to reporting 









FIG 3.  
the interaction was depicted in prior turns: asking the clerk out is not a routine part of a 
typical and uneventful service encounter that John has just constructed. Therefore, it sets 
up a new and surprising frame for interpreting the story under way.   
 
Extract 3: John’s question 
 
17 John:     *ää, (1.2) ää en, (.) ja, (.) minä kysymy- mä kysymys ääm:  
             ää (1.2) ää I don’t (.) and (.) I quest- I question ääm: 
             * gaze down towards table --> 
 
18           (0.4) *halua-       *haluaits- itsiko: ääm (.) 
                want-STEM want-COND-(unknown form) COND-CLI      
             (0.4) like- would you like to ääm (.) 
                -->*glances at Anne *gaze down -->   
 
19          [lähteä: *joskus ulos mun kanssa 
             go-INF sometime out I-GEN with 
            [go out with me sometime  
                  -->*gaze towards Anne -->  
                     
20 Mark:    [°eh heh heh° ∆eh heh heh heh ∆ 
                          ∆turns gaze away from John to the teacher and back∆        
21 Anne:     °°mhm°° 
                                      
22 John:     aa which means that (.) #would you go out with me sometime # 
    # circular gesture with left hand #  
 
23 Mark:     eh #[heh heh  
                # smiles -->  
 
24 Anne:        [eh  +£oo koo£ eh heh+ø  
                [    +turns gaze to teacher and then back to Mark  
                                     + moves hand over mouth             
   fig:                                øFig 4 
 
25 John:       [*and: ää (.) jaa # [(0.4)# äm:+  
            --> *gaze down   –-> # points towards Anne#  
   Anne:                                      +smiles          
26 Mark:       [eh heh             [heh eh heh 
27 Anne:                           [°eh heh heh°eh heh heh  
 





John represents the question twice: first in Finnish (lines 18–19), and then translated into 
English (line 22). There are disfluencies in the reported question, specifically in the 
auxiliary verb (l. 18), which was produced fluently in the actual encounter. This may arise 
from the differences between the two situations: the task of reporting requires more 
complex syntax than the question itself. In spite of the disfluencies, John is able to 
maintain speakership and develop a multiunit turn, which is recognizable at least to Mark.     
When telling a story, the narrator has to monitor that the recipients are able to 
follow both in terms of understanding the story contents and by affiliating with the 
stances conveyed (see e.g. Stivers, Mondada & Steensig 2011, Kasper & Prior 2015). The 
contrast that John constructs between the representation of the question and his earlier 
characterisation of the mundane service encounter is designed to attract heightened 
participation from the recipients. While Mark receives the represented question with 
laughter (line 20), Anne’s reaction is minimal (line 21). John’s next turn, which translates 
the question into English, treats Anne’s response as insufficient. The act of translating 
seems to show orientation to making the focal action understandable to Anne as the 
recipient in preparation for the climax of the story.  This turn succeeds in inviting a 
stronger reaction from Anne: she acknowledges the turn, laughs, gazes towards the 
teacher and holds her hand over her mouth (see fig 4). All in all, her embodied response 
now clearly shows appreciation of the question as out of the ordinary. While both Anne 
and Mark are laughing, John makes interactional efforts to continue the telling with a turn-
initial conjunction and, followed by embodied actions (vocalization, pointing gesture, gaze 
down) and the conjunction ja (and) in Finnish (Kurhila 2006, Mondada 2007). 
The reporting of the question creates an expectation that the next part of the 
story is going to deal with the answer. In extract 4a this is observable in lines 28 and 30, 
where Mark becomes a co-teller and articulates three reporting clauses: the first two in 
Finnish and the third in English. These indicate that Mark orients to reporting about the 
answer as the next relevant part of the story and the storytelling activity as a joint 
endeavor (Lerner 1992).  
 
Extract 4a:  Reenactment of clerks’ response  
28 Mark:     [∆eh: hän sano    *ø(.) hän sano # 
             [ eh: she said (.) she said 
              ∆gaze to John -->     
   John:                       * gaze to Mark --> 
                               # pointing gesture to Anne# 




29: John:   [mää 
            [I 
 
30 Mark:     >she said< 
 
31 John:     *joo, (.) hän sano (.) äm:  
             yes, (.)  she said (.) äm: 
             *gaze down --> 
 
32 Mark:     £>sä et< ^øsä et     [tiedä£ häh heh ^  
             you don’t you don’t [know häh heh  
                      ^points to John with a pen, leans towards him,  
                                            smiles^  
   fig:                øFig 6 
 
 
Also John produces a reporting clause in Finnish, but shows difficulty with continuing the 
story (visible in the micropause and perturbation, l. 31). At this point Mark intervenes 
with a comment claiming that John does not actually know what the clerk said (l. 32). The 
turn is produced with laughter and accompanied with a pointing gesture directed at John. 
It is thus hearable as a teasing remark which draws attention to the trouble created by the 
clerk’s response and John’s apparent lack of competence in the reported event.  
John continues the story by producing the reporting clause again twice (lines 
33, 35). After these he does not, however, continue the turn verbally but instead reenacts 
the clerk’s response (l. 35–40).  
 






















Extract 4b:  Reenactment of clerks’ response  
33 John:                         [hän sano 
                                 [she said 
 
34 Mark:     eh heh [>(me)< 






35 John:            [hän sano (.) *öö # ø tdö [td  
                    [she said  (.) öö tdö  [td  
                               -->*gaze up, straight ahead --> 
                                      # raises both hands from the table;  
                                        upper body in a stiff position -->       
    fig:                                        ø Fig 7,                                    
                                           [ 
36 Anne:                                   [mh eh heh  h  
37 Mark:                                   [£jhee (.) jeeh£ 








39 Mark:     [eh eh eh  
 
             [        
40 John:     [#eh eh: ##*ø eh: 
           -->#moves hands from table to lap## raises shoulders  
                                               and eyebrows --> 
                *gazes towards Anne  -->  
   fig:                 ø Fig 8 
 
41 Anne:     [eh heh heh  





43 Anne:     [ih heh heh  
44 John:     [mhh. #ööh# (se oli) *# ø↑oikkea oi-= 
                         (it was)  right ri-= 
                   #nods#      -->*9, turns gaze towards Mark; shakes right  
                                          hand --> 
    fig:                             øFig 9 
             [ 
45 Mark:     [tjoo 
 
46 Mark:     =∆oikeesti joo [>joo< yeah:  
             =for real yes  yes  yeah 
              ∆ gazes towards teacher --> 
                            [     
47 John:                    [°oikkea°# 
                                                       right  









FIG 9  
                                 --> # 
 
48 Mark:     hän sanoo ∆  (.) hän sanoi:n (.) >something< (.)  
             he/she say-3SG she/ he say-PST-1SG (.) something 
             she says (.) she said (.) something (.) 
                   --> ∆ gaze to Mark --> 
  
49           mutta mä [ei ei me ymmärrä eh heh heh 
             but   I  NEG NEG we understand 
             but   I  [don’t don’t we don’t understand 
                      
50 John:              [#ø mutta mä (.) mutta mä mä en ymmärrä [(.) myös  
                      [but I    (.) but I I don’t understand [(.) either 
 # moves right hand to chest, smiles,  
  moves head from side to side  
   fig:                 ø Fig 10            
51 Mark:                                                    [£yeah£  
 
52 Mark:     [eh heh heh 
             [ 




The reenactment consists of two parts, achieved through two different configurations of 
body position and gestures, and enables subtle shifts in the telling which represent and 
dramatize the participants’ stances in the depicted situation. First, in line 35, as John 
begins to enact the situation, he takes a stiff position and raises both hands from the table 
(fig 7). This bodily configuration together with his facial expression and vocalizations 
displays surprise. He looks straight ahead, but does not engage in eye contact with any of 
the co-participants even though they gaze towards him (see Sidnell 2006).  
A reenactment always represents the reported events from a particular 
perspective. Here John’s reenactment is positioned after a reporting clause that projects 
reproduction of the answer given by the clerk. In addition, the reenactment conveys 
surprise and disbelief. These cues suggest that John here re-enacts the events from the 
clerk’s perspective and enacts her stances in the situation.   
Another gestural shift occurs as John raises his shoulders, moves his hands 
from above the table to his lap, raises his eyebrows and turns gaze towards Anne so as to 
enlist her participation (see line 40, fig 8). The posture is held throughout Anne’s reaction 
(l. 43) and performs a conventional, here exaggerated, stance of puzzlement. With the 





body shift John seems to perform and dramatize the stance embodied by the clerk’s 
response. Even though the verbal response is not reproduced, the reenactment captures 
the ritual disbelief expressed by oikeesti and the way that it puts an answer to John’s 
question on hold.  
All in all, John’s reenactment constructs the clerk’s reaction as causing 
excitement and, accordingly, contributes to making the story interesting and worth telling 
(see also Sidnell 2006). What is more, the reenactment captures the affective level of the 
interaction and conveys the emotions involved in a more dramatic and perhaps more 
recognizable way than merely reproducing the verbal contents of the answer would have 
done. In this sense, the reenactment is an expressive way to communicate what was 
experienced in the told-about-situation. The reenactment catches the attention of the co-
participants, who are gazing towards John and react to the telling with shared laughter 
(lines 36–43). The heightened attention of all participants establishes an environment 
where further talk focusing on the clerk’s response becomes interactionally relevant.  
In line 44 John turns his gaze towards Mark, initiates a word search and 
draws on both verbal and gestural resources to produce an approximate for the lexical 
response particle used in the actual service encounter. The change in the bodily 
configuration and gaze direction indicates that the reenactment is over. In the next turn, 
Mark reproduces the exact response particle the clerk used (line 46). Next, the particle is 
established as a source of trouble in the service encounter: Mark reports that the clerk said 
“something” but they did not understand it (line 48–49) and John aligns with this by 
emphasizing his non-understanding (l. 50).     
In sum, at this point John has set up the clerk’s response (i.e. the particle 
oikeesti) as the focal point of his telling. John’s reenactment highlights the situation as out 
of the ordinary and draws attention to the problem of understanding and puzzlement 
experienced in the situation. Through the reenactment John is able to reconstruct the 
situation, including the interactional trouble experienced in it, as a skilled performance 
that contrasts with the lack of linguistic resources evident both in the service encounter 
and its retelling. Even if Mark is able to reproduce the whole particle oikeesti, both he and 
John have explicated their non-understanding of its meaning in the situation. This 
engenders a shift to language-focused activity. Next, the participants set out to scrutinize 
the problem by starting to watch the videorecording of the service encounter.  
 
Watching the video 
 
John’s telling has constructed the clerk’s action as the climax of the story. The sequence 
continues with further claims of not understanding, accompanied with laughter from both 
John and Mark (data not shown). This sets up an interactional environment for watching 
the video of the problematic episode, which is recorded on John’s smart phone. Extract 5 
shows how the participants visibly orient to the problematic part of the interaction on the 
video: as soon as they hear the clerk’s turn, Mark repeats it (l. 3) and John asks what it 























Extract 5: repeating the reaction  
 
((Participants watch the video)) 
 
01 John:     eh heh heh heh eh heh  
 
02            (.) 
 
((Clerk on the video: oikeesti? 









03 Mark:      ∆^# ø ↑oikeasti?  
                 for real? 
    ∆ raises gaze from the phone towards teacher -->  
               ^# lifts right hand, palm open --> 
   fig:           ø Fig 11 
 







05 John:     *what is ^^oikeesti right right is it= 
             * gaze to teacher -->  
   Mark:          --> ^^smiles -->  
             
06 Tea:      = eiku (.) oikeesti (.) f- for real 
             = no (.) oikeesti (.) f- for real 
 
07 Tea:      [ do you mean for real 
             [ 
08 John:     [#a::h (.) yeah 
    #leans back, smiles -->  
 
09 Mark:     [ ah yeh ∆>but then< what does she say ∆  
                  -->∆ turns gaze towards the phone ∆ gaze back to teacher -->                              
10           (.) 
 
11 Tea:      [I- I didn’t hear 
  
12 John:     [se on oikeasti ∆ 
             [it is oikeasti 
   Mark:                  -->∆ gaze towards phone 
 
13 Tea:       joo *oikeesti [is for real  
   John:      --> * gaze down towards the phone                     
                                            
14 John:                    [#like is for real # 
                            #manipulates the phone#  
   
15 Mark:     [yeah 
             [  
16 Tea:      [joo 
             [yes 
 
17 Mark:     ^ and then and then what ↑does she say ^ 
         --> ^ leans forwards and reaches a hand towards the phone^ 
 
The focus of the shared watching of the video is thus clearly on the clerks’ turn, and both 
Mark and John orient to understanding its meaning. Mark’s reproduction (line 3) 
highlights the target expression: it is delivered with slightly emphatic prosody (high onset) 
and it reproduces the target expression in a standard form (oikeasti), which contrasts with 
the clerk’s colloquial use (oikeesti). Further, through its embodied features – gaze and an 
open palm hand gesture – the turn addresses the teacher and seeks confirmation for 
Mark’s hearing of the expression. John’s question following the teacher’s minimal 
response (line 5) seeks to clarify the meaning of the response particle: it suggests a possible 
translation (right) and seeks confirmation for it. In line 6, the teacher corrects this 
understanding and offers a different translation: for real, do you mean for real. Interestingly, 
this translation captures the interactional use of the particle (i.e. its import as an action that 
initiates an insert sequence). However, it does not capture the nuanced situational 
meaning of the particle in the same specificity as John’s reenactment did. Both Mark and 
John receive the information given by the teacher with a change of state particle aah (lines 
8, 9), thereby claiming a new understanding of it (Koivisto 2015). However, Mark’s 
question in line 9 still requests further clarification and pursues the project of 
understanding the target practice. The teacher declines to answer his question with an 
account (line 11), while John repeats the clerk’s expression in standard form (line 12). 
During these overlapping turns, both John and Mark’s embodied orientation shifts 
towards the phone, suggesting a change of orientation towards the video. The teacher’s 
next turn performs an embedded correction (Jefferson 1987) of John’s repetition by 
producing the expression in the colloquial form, followed by a translation which is jointly 
constructed with John (line 14) and then confirmed by Mark and the teacher in overlap 
(lines 15 -16). The retrospective talk about the form and meaning of the target expression is 
focused on understanding and learning not just the linguistic item, but also how the 
response particle was used in the service encounter.  
Having clarified the meaning of the target expression and established that it 
did not constitute an answer to John’s question, the participants’ interest now turns to 
what happens next in the encounter. They re-engage in watching the video and continue 
to pursue the learning project. Again, as soon as the target sequence is heard, John repeats 
the expression (line 18).  
 
 
Extract 6: Watching the video again  
 
((Participants watch the video again)) 
((AP in the video: oikeesti? 
John in the video: oikeesti.)) 
 
18 John:      * oikeas(ti) (.) for real eh heh heh  
           >> * gaze to phone  
 
19 Mark:     [ (wha - ) 
 
20 John:     [#^ *yeah #^ (she says  oikeas (  ) for real when I say (.)  
              # raises position#  
                 *gaze to Mark -->   
   Mark:       ^raises position^ 
   Mark:       ∆ gaze to John -->            
               
21            #*ø oikeasti# [ * eh heh heh 
              #circular gesture with right hand# 
           --> * gaze straight forward * gaze back to Mark -->  
   fig:         øFig 12 
 
                 [ 
22 Mark:                    [∆^ EH heh heh  
                         --> ∆ gaze ahead   -->  
                              ^ leans back and laughs -->  
 
23 John:     [# *eh heh heh   
              # another circular gesture with right hand# 
            --> * gaze forward to gesture  
 
24 Mark:     [eh heh heh  
 
 
Following the repetition, John reports the clerk’s response and also reiterates its meaning 
(in lines 20 – 21). These actions function to maintain the participant’s shared focus on the 
answer and reconfirm its meaning and use even after the word has already been clarified. 
At this point the clerk’s turn is thus no longer treated as a source of trouble. Instead, it 
becomes a source of amusement and is embellished to build the narrative. This is achieved 
through embodied activity: John shifts his gaze away from Mark for a while (l. 21), and 
initiates an expressive waving hand gesture which is performed in coordination with the 
target utterance (line 21). The hand gesture seems to depict an attitude of nonchalance and 
charm and reenact John’s own stance in the encounter. The return of his gaze to Mark 
towards the end of this action invites a laughing response from Mark and the two engage 
in joint laughter, during which John performs another, even more elaborate gesture 
waving and circling his right hand (l. 23). The reenactment performed after reconfirming 
the clerk’s utterance highlights John’s own performance in the encounter and constructs a 
colorful representation of it for humorous and dramatic effect. It occasions a moment of 
affective engagement between John and Mark, displayed through mutual gaze, laughter 
and alignment of their bodies. This embodied narrative performance enables John to 
construct himself as a competent teller capable of performing complex stances and identity 
work in a second language.  
 Watching the video does not resolve the issue of what happened next, i.e. 
whether John’s question was answered.  Mark turns his focus to this in his question in line 
26. After John reports that she did not say anything, Mark accepts the answer and engages 
in more laughter, with Anne joining in (l. 29–30). At this point John repeats the target 
utterance and its translation once more (l. 32) and after receiving confirmation from both 
the teacher and Mark, also playfully experiments with the meaning of the particle (l. 36).  
 
 
Extract 7: Experimenting with the target utterance  
 
26 Mark:     ∆#what then  





             ∆ gaze towards phone --> 
   John:     #leans towards phone -->  
 
27 John:     she doesn’t say anything 
 
28 Mark:     okay ∆ 
              --> ∆ gaze towards teacher -->  
 
29 Mark:     eh [eh eh eh ehe ∆ heh  
                          --> ∆ gaze down towards phone -->  
 
30 Anne:        [eh heh heh heh  
 
31 Mark:     joo [oike- 
 
32 John:         [(ahaa) oikeasti is for real  
 
33 Tea:        jo[o 
34 Mark:         [joo ∆  
                  --> ∆ gaze towards teacher   
 
35           (0.4) 
       
36 John:     * ∆ is like ↓real[ly?= #  
             * gaze to Mark -->  
                                             #raises right hand  
   Mark:   --> ∆ gaze to John -->  
 
37 Tea:        eh heh heh  
 
38 Mark:                      [∆ (s)oikeasti *(aj aj  - - ) α 
                          -->  ∆  shifts gaze away from John to Anne --> 
   John:                                 --> *gaze down to table --> 
   Tea:                                                     α stands up 
 
39           (.) 
 
40 Tea:      heh 
              
41 Mark:     * mä en tiedä mitä se tarkoittaa *mutta:  ^ oikeasti ^ 
              I don’t know what it means but: oikeasti  
                                                       ^leans towards Anne^  
   John:                                 -->  *gaze towards Mark --> 
 
 
42 Mark:    [eh heh heh heh  
43 Tea:     [eh heh heh  
 
44 John:     *£oikeasti£ 
          --> * gaze forward -->  
  
45 Mark:     he just (-) repeat it 
46 Anne:     eh heh. hh 
 
47 Tea:      α mm hmm 
             α starts to walk towards another group -->>  
 
48 John:     hmm 
49 Mark:     no oo koo  
                o: k 
50 Anne:     oikeasti oo koo  
 John’s turn (l. 36) again embellishes the clerk’s response through exaggerated prosody and 
facial expression as well as an accompanying hand gesture (raising the right hand). 
Through gaze John treats Mark as the primary recipient in his performance and also 
invites co-participation. The embellishment generates laughter from the teacher (l. 37, 40), 
while Mark joins in John’s telling. A shift in the participation framework (e.g. Goodwin 
1984, 2007) is accomplished when he withdraws his gaze from John, while repeating the 
expression once more (l. 38). Gazing towards Anne, Mark then shifts footing and 
continues the telling from John’s perspective: speaking in first person, he apparently 
voices John’s thoughts in the problematic situation (l. 41). With this he draws attention to 
John’s action of repeating the clerk’s expression without understanding it. This is further 
explicated by his repetition and comment in line 45. Here Mark refers to John in third 
person, which contributes to constructing his talk as teasing (see Margutti 2007: 643–646).  
Accordingly, Anne and the teacher respond with laughter (l. 46–47). This moves the telling 
towards closing: Mark withdraws his gaze from the other participants, and John and the 
teacher also disengage from the interaction. Mark’s closing-relevant ‘ok’ (l. 49) is followed 
by Anne’s repetition of the response particle and confirmation (l. 50). Anne’s turn displays 
her orientation to the focal expression as a newly understood object of learning. With this 




This paper has investigated how a teacher-assigned learning task designed to bridge 
language use situations inside and outside the classroom generates occasions for learning 
in interaction. The analysis shows how the re-enactment of an out-of-classroom L2 use 
experience enabled an extended interactional activity where the participants collectively 
worked to develop a new understanding of an interactional practice: a response particle 
that was not understood in the service encounter. The actions through which the 
participants clarify its meaning, practice the form and orient to the interactional import of 
the response during the co-constructed telling sustain orientation to a learning project 
driven by the trouble experienced, but not made explicit, during the service encounter. 
According to Levinson (2013:122), a project in interaction is not a sequence but a “plan of 
action” that at least one of the participants is pursuing. This resonates well with John’s 
story: the practices of reenactment serve to build up and embellish the climax of the story. 
However, at the same time they work in the service of the learning project by establishing 
the clerk’s response as the focus of shared attention and interest. It can be argued that John 
and Mark’s joint project is to find out what the clerk’s response meant, to comprehend 
why such a practice of responding was used, and to learn how it may be used in other 
interactions.  
Practices of reenactment are an essential part of interactional competence in 
storytelling (see e.g. Goodwin 2007). The analysis shows how the events experienced are 
not just reported, but embellished and dramatized to make the story interesting for the 
recipients. John, who is the primary teller, succeeds in telling the complex story with 
limited linguistic resources: in spite of observable trouble with constructing verbal 
utterances, he is able to hold the floor and reenact the past event in a rather precise, 
nuanced and recipient-designed way. John’s ability to depict the events and construct an 
entertaining performance of the identities and stances relies on multiple resources, 
including skilled use of embodied practices. Previous studies have highlighted how 
storytelling offers also students with low proficiency opportunities to participate and 
engage in interpersonal relationship work, which enables them to contribute to building a 
learning community (e.g. Hellermann 2008, Barraja-Rohan 2015). While earlier studies 
have largely focused on competences at the verbal level, this study demonstrates how 
multimodal resources contribute to the narrative performance and the way the group 
activity is transformed into an occasion for learning. This testifies to the richness of 
storytelling as an environment for creative L2 use and relational work.  
Both the service encounter and the group discussion analysed here were part 
of a pedagogical task that was designed for the learners (see Hellermann & Pekarek 
Doehler 2010). Although the teacher set the task and gave general instructions for the 
small group discussions in the classroom, the students were free to plan and organize their 
activities in their own way. The analysis highlights how the focal participants, John and 
Mark, managed to accomplish the task creatively. In addition to conducting the business 
of buying coffee, John chose to ask a question that departed from the structural routine of 
service encounters. The data show in an intriguing way how the question, a possible pre-
invitation, was managed locally through multiple resources within the social and material 
ecology of the encounter. Even if the question was part of a larger pedagogic activity, it is 
clear that neither John nor Mark were prepared for the way the turn would be interpreted 
and responded to in the encounter. The way the situation unfolds makes visible the 
complexity and unpredictability of interactions outside the classroom. It is these qualities 
of interactions in the wild that make them challenging, memorable and tellable (Ortega 
2015: 367) for participants. In this case the need to understand the clerk’s response became 
the driving force behind the learning project in the retrospective discussion.  
The videos recorded on the students’ devices turned out to be a crucial 
resource in the learning project. Without the videorecording, it would not have been 
possible for the participants to orient to remembering, understanding and learning the 
target practice in such a detailed way. The mobile phone created affordances for sharing 
details of prior interactions and establishing these as the focus of joint learning activity. 
The phone enabled repeated listening, which was needed in order to first identify the form 
of the clerk’s response, then clarify its meaning, and finally to figure out how the sequence 
continued. Our analysis therefore suggests that a smart phone can be a useful device in 
connecting language use experiences outside the classroom with discussions in the 
classroom. Another point worth noting is that the instructions guiding the retrospective 
discussions were not very specific (see App. 2): apart from a few openly framed questions, 
the students were free to discuss any aspect of the situations. This made it possible to 
observe how students themselves made sense of their experiences and how they identified 
objects of learning. Not all groups that participated in the project worked to analyse their 
interactions in as much detail as the group described here. However, the analysis 
illustrates how an experientially based task enabled these participants to initiate and 
sustain a project of investigating an object of learning and to display a new understanding 
of it.  
Overall both the students and the teachers participating in the study 
considered the pedagogic activities that enabled student-generated analysis and reflection 
of their own language use experiences as meaningful and beneficial for L2 learning. The 
different phases of the three-part pedagogical task afforded opportunities for attending to, 
rehearsing and using selected linguistic and interactional practices. The analysis 
demonstrates that in this case the participants’ focus is not just on the linguistic item, but 
rather on the way that it was used in its sequential and interactional context. The students 
analyse the focal practice in a much more detailed way than they were asked to in the 
instructions. One reason for this is that the target practice was meaningful and potentially 
consequential for the students beyond the language learning task. In fact, later in general 
discussion in the same lesson John and Mark report that they went back to the clerk to ask 
whether her answer to John’s question/pre-invitation was yes or no. Even though it has 
not been possible to trace the same participants beyond this occasion, it is safe to assume 
that an experience such as this is memorable and will influence possible future interactions 
between the participants. The consequentiality of the object of learning is also visible in the 
classroom discussion: the problem of understanding that did not surface in the out-of-
classroom encounter is the driving force of the learning project. Further, the way the 
experience is reenacted reveals the participants’ sensitivity to the complex interactional 
concerns at play. The reenactment is carefully co-constructed to highlight the humorous 
and entertaining facets of the experience while addressing the issues of non-
understanding and competence.   
The analysis shows in detail how the experiences in everyday language use 
situations can be “harvested and reflected upon” (see Wagner 2015: 77). The study thus 
contributes to current understanding of the reflexive relationship between the classroom 
and the students’ lifeworld. Experiential language teaching pedagogies emphasize the 
importance of the learner’s own experiences as the “fuel” for learning and the reflective 
practices that organize and give meaning to the experiences in relation to learning (see e.g. 
Knutson 2003). The case analysed here was clearly tellable and also particularly 
entertaining for the students to analyse. Not all the cases in our data exhibit such creative 
and humorous manifestations of the task. However, in all cases the restrospective telling 
of the participants’ experiences furnishes the activity environment within which the 
participants identify and work with objects of learning. Experientially-based activities also 
enforce students’ agency since the students are the primary “owners” of their own 
experiences: they are the only ones who know what really happened and how they felt 
during the interactions in the wild, and after. Our data shows that this expertise shapes the 
way the telling and also the learning activity are organised.  
Finally, for the study of second language learning in interaction, the 
combination of data from the same participants interacting inside and outside the 
classroom is valuable. Even though interactions ‘in the wild’ are an important locus of 
study in their own right, discussions about the same interactions back in the classroom 
open up new possibilities for analyzing language learning as a social process. The 
retrospective classroom interactions show what the participants themselves treat as worth 
telling and learning, how they represent their experiences and address issues related to 
language use. They also enable detailed analysis of the practices through which targets of 
learning are located and analysed by the participants, i.e. how they orient to L2 learning as 
a social and collaborative activity.   
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